
Meta Platforms, Inc. (Meta), formerly known as Facebook, has faced several legal 

challenges, including a recent $37.5 million settlement for tracking users’ locations without 

permission and a $650 million settlement for illegal use of facial recognition data.[1] Now, Meta 

faces a lawsuit regarding its desire to acquire Within Unlimited, a virtual reality company.[2] 

Meta owns, among other things, social media applications Facebook and Instagram, direct 

messaging applications Messenger and WhatsApp, and virtual reality applications and software 

Quest and Beat Games.[3] The FTC argues that Meta has the resources required to develop its 

own version of Within Unlimited’s successful application Supernatural, and Meta’s decision to 

instead attempt to purchase Supernatural impedes competition and innovation.[4] More 

importantly, Meta’s proposed purchase of Within Unlimited arguably violates antitrust laws. 

Although Meta’s Chief Executive, Mark Zuckerberg, admitted that many companies design and 

build their own applications, Zuckerberg stated that Meta’s interest in Within Unlimited is not a 

serious departure from the status quo.[5]  

 This is not the first lawsuit brought by the FTC against Meta. Previously, the FTC 

unsuccessfully attempted to prevent Facebook’s acquisition of Instagram and WhatsApp.[6] 

However, this is the first time the FTC preemptively challenged one of Meta’s deals, 

demonstrating FTC chair, Lina Khan’s, aggressive stance against Big Tech and monopolies.[7] 

Although the FTC spent considerable time, effort, and money fighting Meta’s many acquisitions, 

Meta laid off 13 percent of its staff and saw its first-ever loss in advertising revenue in 2022 .[8] 

This raises the question of whether the FTC is successfully fighting against anticompetition to 

promote fair business practices and promote consumer protection. Thus far, the largest wins 

against Meta have been those brought in class action lawsuits. Would the FTC’s time and 

resources be better spent targeting actual tech dominators?  
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